Council was preceded by a presentation from Martin McCluskey looking at the upcoming reforms which will be brought to Council in the following weeks.

**Minutes**

There were no matters arising from the minutes.

**Ratifications**

E&E Committee and Constitution were passed.

Thirst Lodge (WomCam)

Hannah Roe proposed the WomCam motion. Window is there. Thirst have been unresponsive to complaints. Hannah has contacted them. Hopes that this can mean we have firm policy.

Stuart Mason (Wadham): Where is the mirror/window?

Hannah: first floor.

James Osun-Sanmi (St John’s): what would happen if this is passed?

Hannah: Maybe OSSL board could put this in the Handbook. No ZOO nights.

Rob Dacre (Exeter): this is not minor; this is massive. It is unreservedly wrong. Should we not do something more than is suggested by the motion? Publicity campaign?

Hannah: would like to do this properly. This is the first stage. Might be a motion in the next Council.

Eleanor Winch (Wadham): what about Brookes?

Hannah: has contacted Brookes.

Motion was ratified.

**Reports from Executive**


Rich: ask me about policy changes.

Daniel Lowe: Green Week is next week – come along to things!

Hannah: Harassment Advisers’ Conference. There’s a good system of advisers across Colleges, but they’re not well known enough. Some colleges still should be getting advisers.

**Motions NemCom**

All motions passed.